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A few dawns ago I looked through the trees and saw a beautiful full
moon hanging on the horizon. My first thought was that it would make a
great photo. My second thought was that I would never have time to get
my camera and the shot before the moon set, so I walked to where I
could get a clear view and watched the moon slowly slide below the
hills.
I suppose this should teach me to keep my camera at the ready because I
never will know when a great shot may present itself. I guess I could
have squeezed out several decent shots of the setting moon with my
phone and enhanced them with careful editing, but I rarely have my
phone with me when I’m hanging the hummingbird feeders at dawn. I
would have been scurrying about, hoping I made it before the moon got
too low.
I prefer to draw another lesson from my undocumented interchange with
the moon. My life is better if I relax and immerse myself in what comes
my way. I don’t need a picture of it to know I lived it. My mediocre,
doctored photo would make very little, if any, difference to anyone. I can
also guarantee that the moon will set again and I’ll have another chance
if I want a photo.
Socrates said that the unexamined life is not worth living. I sometimes
wonder if we are trying to document our lives so much that we are missing out on fully living. Socrates was silent on selfie sticks and photos of
your quinoa and kale salad, but if the unexamined life is not worth living
would he think the unlived life is worth examining?

Just in case you’re wondering, I noted the time the moon set, thinking I
might catch a photo the next day. The next day’s dawn came and I forgot
to look at the horizon until it was too late. (My recliner was comfy and
the coffee was good.) By the third day the moon wasn’t setting until the
sky was bright. Maybe next month.

